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Effectiveness of Cytological Scoring Systems for 
Evaluation of Breast Lesion Cytology with its 
Histopathological Correlation
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INTRODUCTION

Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is a simple rapid, 
minimally invasive, cost-effective technique for evaluation 
of palpable breast lesions. It is a safe technique to distinguish 
non-neoplastic breast lesions from neoplastic lesions. Breast 
carcinoma is the second most common cancer in women in 
developing countries. FNAC is an important part of Triple 
test which is used for assessment of breast lesions.1 Despite 
good diagnostic accuracy, the cytological scoring systems 
are not used in many tertiary care centres. There are various 
cytological grading systems which can be used for evalua-
tion of breast lesions which helps the surgeons to decide the 
treatment.2 The Bethesda System of reporting breast FNAC 
to categorise the breast lesions based on morphology and ar-

rangement of cells, nuclear features, mitotic figures and the 
background of smear into 5 categories (Table 1). unsatisfac-
tory, benign lesions, atypical or intermediate, suspicious for 
malignancy and malignant lesions.3 The Robinson scoring 
system is the most commonly used cytological grading sys-
tem. This grading is based on cellular dissociation, cell uni-
formity, nuclear size, nuclear margin, nucleoli and chromatin 
pattern.4 Before Robinson’s grading system, Masood Scoring 
Index (MSI) was developed in 1990 for breast aspiration cy-
tology. Despite its diagnostic accuracy this is not commonly 
used by cytopathologists. This grading was based on cellular 
arrangement, cellular anisonucleosis and pleomorphism, the 
myoepithelial cells, presence of nucleoli and the chromatin 
pattern. For each criterion, 1-4 scores were given and the 
total score was calculated by adding all numbers. The final 
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is a rapid and inexpensive technique for the diagnosis of breast lesions. 
Various cytological grading systems are being used for categorisation.  For better advancement of categorization and manage-
ment of breast lesions Modified Masood scoring system has been proposed. 
Objective: To study the effectiveness and accuracy of Modified Masood Scoring Index (MMSI) and Robinson’s cytological grad-
ing for evaluation of breast lesions with their histopathological correlation. 
Methods: A prospective study was conducted in a tertiary care hospital from September 2019 to February 2020. A total of 73 
cases were included in the study which had undergone FNAC and had histopathological samples as excision biopsy and mas-
tectomy. The cytological smears were categorised by using MMSI, Robinson’s cytological grading system and were compared 
with the histological findings (the four categories of MMSI) and for carcinoma, cases modified Scarff–Bloom–Richardson’s scor-
ing system was used. 
Results: The sensitivity, specificity, Positive predictive value (PPV), Negative predictive value (NPV) and diagnostic accuracy of 
MMSI were 76.4%, 100%, 100%, 93.3% and 94.5% respectively. The Robinson’s grading had sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV 
and diagnostic accuracy of 88.2%, 100%, 100%, 96.5% and 97.2% respectively. 
Conclusion: Robinson’s cytological grading had good sensitivity for evaluation of malignant lesions whereas MMSI can be used 
for the categorization of both benign and malignant breast lesions with good sensitivity.
Key Words: Biopsy, Breast aspiration cytology, May Grunwald-Giemsa stain, Modified Masood scoring index, Robinson’s grad-
ing system
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score was ranging from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 24 
scores. Based on scores further, categorisation was done into 
non-proliferative breast lesions (6-10), proliferative breast 
lesion without atypia (11-14), proliferative breast lesion with 
atypia (15-18) and carcinoma (19-24).5 Nandini el al. further 
modifies the MSI scoring of non-proliferative breast lesion 
from 6-10 to 6-8 score and proliferative breast disease with-
out atypia from 11-14 to 9-14 (Table 2). This was named as 
Modified Masood scoring Index (MMSI). After this change, 
the diagnostic accuracy was significantly improved.6 

Considering this change in diagnostic accuracy the MMSI 
system was used in our study to evaluate the cytologi-
cal breast aspirate for the categorisation of lesions along 
with Robinson’s scoring system. The sensitivity, specific-
ity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and 
the diagnostic accuracy was calculated by comparing with 
the histopathological findings and modified Scarff–Bloom–
Richardson’s scoring system for carcinomas. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The prospective cross-sectional study was conducted on the 
patient who presented with palpable breast lump in the De-
partment of Surgery referred to the Department of Pathol-
ogy, Shree Guru Gobind Singh Tricentenary Medical Col-
lege during the period of 6 months, from September 2019 to 
February 2020. The inadequate aspirate and cases without 
histopathology specimen were excluded from the study. The 
ethical clearance number was SGT/FMHS/F/1/9/20-3. For 
the adequacy of smear, the minimum four clusters of ductal 
epithelial cells with each cluster having five to six cells were 
taken.

After explaining the procedure of Fine needle aspiration cy-
tology (FNAC) to the patient written consent was taken from 
every patient. The detailed history was taken from the patient 
with USG findings if available. After locating and fixing the 
lesion FNAC was carried out under strict aseptic precautions 
with 22 gauge needle and 10 ml syringes. The slides were 
prepared and air-dried for May-Grunwald-Giemsa (MGG) 
staining. The stained smears were then categorised by using 
MMSI (Table 2) and Robinson’s scoring (Table 3).

The breast tissue after excision biopsy and mastectomy 
were sent from the Surgery Department fixed in formalin. 
The tissue sections were prepared and stained with Haema-
toxylin and Eosin. The sections were categorised into four 
histopathological categories on basis of modified Scarff–
Bloom–Richardson’s scoring system (Table 4) to compare 
with MMSI and Robinson’s scoring for carcinomas. The cy-
tological and histopathological findings were correlated. 

The categorical type of data was collected and the statistics 
of all data were shown in the form of proportions and or per-

centages. The diagnostic accuracy of MMSI and Robinson’s 
cytological scoring was calculated. The sensitivity, specific-
ity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive 
value (NPV) were calculated by comparing with the gold 
standard histopathological findings. To assess the agreement 
between the MMSI cytological scoring, Robinson’s scoring 
with their histopathological findings and modified Scarff–
Bloom–Richardson’s scoring system, Cohen’s kappa coef-
ficient was calculated.

RESULTS

During six months, out of 153 breast FNAC cases, 73 were 
included in our study as the histological specimens were 
available of only these cases in form of Tru-cut biopsy, 
lumpectomy or mastectomy. Other breast FNAC cases with-
out histological specimens or with inadequate material were 
excluded from the study.

The mean age of female was 35.6 years with the range from 
16-75 years. The maximum of cases was in the age group of 
31-40 years. Most of the cases were presented with unilateral 
breast swelling.

As per MMSI, the concordance between cytopathological 
and histopathological diagnosis for non-proliferative breast 
disease was 100% and for proliferative breast disease with-
out atypia (Figure 1A & 2A) was 92.5% with histopathol-
ogy (Figure 1B & 2B) and 7.5% of cases were confirmed as 
malignant on histopathology. For proliferative breast disease 
with atypia, concordance was 75% whereas category 4 of 
carcinoma-in-situ (CIS) and carcinoma (Figure 3A) showed 
100% concordance with histopathology (Figure 3B, Table 5).

As per the result obtained with MMSI a 2x2 table was made 
and the diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive 
predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) 
were calculated (Table 6). The diagnostic accuracy was 
94.5% with a sensitivity of 76.4%, specificity of 100%. The 
PPV and NPV were 100% and 93.3% respectively.

As per Robinson’s scoring for carcinoma (Figure 3A) 15 
cases out of 73 were diagnosed as carcinoma which was 
then graded with the modified Scarff–Bloom–Richardson’s 
scoring system of histopathology (Figure 3B). In grade 1, 
there was 100% concordance with histopathology grading 
whereas, in grade 2, four cases out of nine showed dis-
crepancy, on histopathological grading three cases were of 
grade 3. Five cases were categorised as grade 3 on cytologi-
cal scoring, out of them one was of grade 2 on histopathol-
ogy (Table 7).

As per the result obtained a 2x2 table was made and the di-
agnostic accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive 
value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) were cal-
culated (Table 8). The diagnostic accuracy was 97.2% with a 
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sensitivity of 88.2%, specificity of 100%. The PPV and NPV 
were 100% and 96.5% respectively (Table 9).

Based on the overall presence or absence of carcinoma, Co-
hen’s kappa coefficient was calculated to assess the MMSI 
and Robinson’s cytological scoring with their histopatholog-
ical diagnosis, which was 0.828 (approximately 83%) and 
0.916 (approximately 92%) respectively.

DISCUSSION

FNAC plays an important role in the assessment of breast 
lumps and helps the surgeon to further decide the manage-
ment. Various cytological scoring systems are used to catego-
rize breast lesions. In Masood scoring index, total score from 
6 to 24 was given based on cytological category. Prolifera-
tive breast disease (PBD) increases the risk of development 
of breast carcinoma. The risk of breast carcinoma increases 
by 1.3 folds in PBD without atypia and 4.3 folds in PBD 
with atypia.1 In non-PBD, cells are arranged in monolayer 
with no cytological abnormalities. In PBD without atypia, 
the cells are arranged in sheets with nuclear overlapping and 
overcrowding at places. In PBD with atypia, tightly packed 
clusters of cells are present with marked nuclear overlapping 
and prominent nucleoli. In malignant lesions, the cells are 
loosely arranged with marked nuclear pleomorphism with 
irregular nuclear membrane, coarsely clumped chromatin 
and prominent macronuclei. Myoepithelial cells are absent 
in malignant lesions. To differentiate the benign lesions from 
malignant lesions myoepithelial cells played an important 
role.5

Nandini et al. 2011 conducted a study on 100 cases and ob-
served that the diagnostic accuracy was increased when 9 and 
10 scores were shifted from category 1 of non-proliferative 
breast disease to category 2 of proliferative breast disease 
without atypia. This change was important as category 2 and 
category 1 have different prognostic value.1 Robinson’s scor-
ing system is used for the categorisation of carcinoma cases 
this scoring system is based on the cellular arrangement, 
cellular morphology and the nuclear details.4 The modified 
Scarff–Bloom–Richardson’s scoring system of histopathol-
ogy is based on the tubular formation, nuclear pleomorphism 
and the number of mitotic figures. All these have features 
have prognostic values. 

So in our study, we used both MMSI and Robinson’s scoring 
system to assess the accuracy whether this can be used for 
assessment of the risk of developing breast carcinoma in pal-
pable breast lump and calculate the concordance by compar-
ing with the histopathological diagnosis. From our result this 
was found that with MMSI, the maximum concordance of 
100% was observed in category 1 of non proliferative breast 
disease and category 4 of carcinoma in-situ/carcinoma fol-
lowed by category 2 of proliferative breast disease without 

atypia and minimum concordance of 75% was observed in 
category 3 of proliferative breast disease with atypia.

The sensitivity and specificity of MMSI was 76.47% and 
100% respectively with 100% positive predictive value and 
93.33% negative predictive value with a diagnostic accuracy 
of 94.5%, similar results were found previously.2 Out of 73 
cases, 15 were diagnosed as carcinoma on cytology and were 
categorized by using Robinson’s grading system. Out of 15, 
one case was graded as grade 1 which was confirmed by 
using modified Scarff–Bloom–Richardson’s scoring. Nine 
cases were graded under grade 2, out of which three cases 
were graded under grade 3 on modified Scarff–Bloom–Rich-
ardson’s scoring and 1 was invasive lobular carcinoma. Five 
cases were graded as grade 3 on Robinson’s out of which 
three were confirmed as grade 3, one was grade 2 on modi-
fied Scarff–Bloom–Richardson’s scoring and one case were 
diagnosed as invasive papillary carcinoma. So the overall 
concordance was 60%. Robinson et al. had 57% of con-
cordance whereas similar studies had 71.2%, 64%, 77.19%, 
72.2% and 63.3%  of concordance.4,12-15

Further slides with more number of cases should be done to 
standardize the categorical grading system which helps in 
categorizing benign and malignant breast lesion. This will 
help the surgeons to plan the treatment and to predict the 
prognosis of the disease. 

CONCLUSION

Our study concluded that cytological scoring systems must 
be used for the evaluation of all breast FNAC cases. The 
MMSI for categorisation of benign and malignant lesions 
and Robinson’s for grading of breast carcinoma cases. These 
cytological scoring systems have good sensitivity, specific-
ity, PPV and NPV with the good concordance with histo-
pathological diagnosis. 
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Table 1: Classification of histopathological lesions of breast6

Category Lesions Included

Nonproliferative 
Lesions

Fibrosis
Cysts
Adenosis (nonsclerosing)
Duct ectasia
Benign lumps or tumours (lipoma, hamartoma, 
hemangioma, hematoma, and neurofibroma)

Proliferative 
lesions without 
atypia

Usual ductal hyperplasia
Fibroepithelial proliferative lesions 
(fibroadenoma, benign phyllodes tumour)
Sclerosing adenosis
Multiple papilloma or papillomatosis
Radial scar

Proliferative 
lesions with atypia

Atypical ductal hyperplasia
Atypical lobular hyperplasia

CIS/carcinoma CIS (all types)
Carcinoma (all types)

CIS- Carcinoma in-situ

Table 2: Modified Masood Scoring Index (MMSI) Grading System for interpretation of FNAC3

Cellular arrange‑
ment

Cellular Pleomor‑
phism

Myoepithelial 
cells

Anisonucleosis Nucleoli Chromatin 
clumping

Score 

Monolayer Absent Many Absent Absent Absent 1

Nuclear overlapping Mild Moderate Mild Micro nucleoli Rare 2

Clustering Moderate Few Moderate Micro nucleoli or 
rarely macro nucleoli

Occasional 3

Loss of cohesion Conspicuous Absent Conspicuous Predominantly ma-
cronucleoli 

Frequent 4

Total Score

Non-proliferative breast disease (6-8)

Proliferative breast disease without atypia (9-14)

Proliferative breast disease with atypia (15-18)

Carcinoma in situ/carcinoma (19-24)
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Table 3: Robinson’s cytology grading for interpretation of carcinoma cases on fine‑needle aspiration cytol‑
ogy4

Cell dissociation Cell uniformity Nuclear size Nuclear margin Nucleoli Chromatin pattern Score

Mostly clusters Monomorphic 1-2 times the 
size of RBCs

Smooth Indistinct/small Vesicular 1

Single cells, clusters Mildly pleomor-
phic

3-4 times the 
size of RBCs

Slightly irregular/
fold

Noticeable Granular 2

Mostly single cells Pleomorphic >5 times the 
size of RBCs

Buds, clefts Abnormal Clumping/clearing 3

Grade 1: 6-11, Grade 2: 12-14, Grade 3: 15-18. RBCs: Red blood cells

Table 4: Modified Scarff‑Bloom‑Richardson grading system of histopathology of carcinoma breast9

Tubule formation Nuclear pleomorphism Mitotic counts (per 10 HPF) Score

Majority of the tumour (>75) Small, uniform cells 0-5 1

Moderate degree (10%-75%) Moderate increase in size/vari-
ation

6-10 2

Little or none (<10%) Marked variation >11 3

Grade 1: Well-differentiated (score 3-5), Grade 2: Moderately differentiated (score 6-7), Grade 3: Poorly differentiated (Score 8-9), 
HPF: High-power field

Table 5: Comparison of Modified Masood Scoring Index (MMSI) cytological Grading System and histopatho‑
logical diagnosis. 
Cytology Histopathology

Category No. of cases NPBD PBD without atypia PBD with atypia CIS Carcinoma 

NPBD 16 16 - - - -

PBD without atypia 40 - 37 - - 03

PBD with atypia 04 - - 03 - 01

CIS/ Carcinoma 13 - - - - 13

Total 73 16 37 03 00 17

PBD- Proliferative breast disease, CIS- carcinoma in-situ

Table 6: A 2x2 table of carcinoma cases categorized by fine‑needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) by Modified 
Masood’s Scoring Index and histopathology
FNAC Histopathology

Positive Negative

Positive 13 00

Negative 04 56

Table 7: Comparison of Cytological Robinson’s scoring with a Modified Scarff‑Bloom‑Richardson grading 
system of histopathology
Cytology Histology

Category No. of cases Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Benign Atypia Carcinoma 
(non‑IDC)

Grade 1 1 1 - - - - -

Grade 2 9 - 5 3 - - 1

Grade 3 5 - 1 3 1

Total 15 1 6 6 2

IDC- Invasive Ductal Carcinoma
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Table 8: A 2x2 table of carcinoma cases scored by fine‑needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) by Robinson’s sys‑
tem and  Modified Scarff‑Bloom‑Richardson grading system of histopathology
FNAC Histopathology

Positive Negative

Positive 15 00

Negative 02 56

Table 9: Comparison of statistical analysis of MMSI and Robinson’s cytological scoring systems for breast 
cytology
Variables MMSI Robinson’s

Sensitivity (%) 76.4 88.2

Specificity (%) 100 100

PPV (%) 100 100

NPV (%) 93.3 96.5

Diagnostic accuracy (%) 94.5 97.2

MMSI: Modified Masood’s Scoring Index, PPV: Positive predictive value, NPV: Negative predictive value

Figure 1: A. Monomorphic ductal epithelial cells in the cluster 
with many scattered myoepithelial cells (MGG, 400x), B- Cor-
responding histopathological lesion diagnosed as Fibroadeno-
ma (H&E,40x).

Figure 2: A- Tightly cohesive ductal epithelial cells with spin-
dle shaped myoepithelial cells with stroma (MGG,40x) B- Cor-
responding histopathological lesion diagnosed as Phyllodes 
(H&E,40x).

Figure 3: A- Loosely cohesive pleomorphic ductal epithelial 
cells with high N: C ratio (MGG 100x) B- Corresponding his-
topathological lesion diagnosed as Invasive ductal carcinoma 
with >75% tubule formation (H&E,40x).


